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"Blessed

Is He

For He Shall Never

Who Expects Nothing,

Be Disappointed."

Pope
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Grants College

$750, 000
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Number 9

Deans Tackle Privacy Issue,
Offer Additional Social Center
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The College of Wooster has received a grant of $750,000
from the Timken Foundation of Canton toward construction
of a new physical education center. Word of the gift was
received this week on the eve of the formal observance of
the College's Centennial year.
time."
In announcinff the grant Mr.
In response to the announceR. C. Baker, Treasurer of the
Lowry said, "This
Foundation, said, "In making this ment, President
the Timken
grant to Wooster it is our hope generous action by
Foundation will enable us to proceed with efforts to raise the adTHE CHURCH RULE
ditional funds needed for the new
gymnasium. We are grateful for
In a motion passed by acthis important help, especially as
clamation Wednesday mornwe come to the close of our Cening, the SGA Legislature
urged the Administrative tennial year."
It is hoped that construction of
Committee of the Board of
the new physical education center
Trustees to suspend enforcement of the church attendance
may begin in the calendar year
1967. It will be located on the
rule until the Board could proAlso,
validity.
its
north side of Severance Stadium,
perly review
enSFRC
just west of the present baseball
by acclamation, the
in
resolution
SGA
diamond.
the
dorsed
n
eve-Wednesday
The building will include a main
its meeting
I n g .
The Administrative gymnasium seating 3,500 spectaCommittee of the Board is tors, an adjacent auxiliary gym
empowered to act on certain floor, and locker space for 1,300
matters when the Board as a students. An important feature will
be the 45 by 75 foot swimming
whole is not in session.

Responding to student pleas for additional privacy on
the campus, the Personnel Deans have announced that the
second floor of Crandall House on College Avenue will be
used as an additional student center, probably beginning at
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the start of the second semester.
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pool.

that it will furnish the basis for
the raising of the additional funds
needed to begin construction in
the coming calendar year. We wish
to congratulate The College of
Wooster on its Centennial Observance and are especially glad that
this grant can be made at this

Commenting further, Mr. Lowry
said: "The provision of a new
gymnasium at Wooster has long
been regarded by many as our
most critical building need. With
this substantial gift from the Timken Foundation, it can soon be a
reality."

Due to Voice editorials, student
agitation and pressure from the
Student Oovernment Labinet on
the privacy issue, several meetings
were held between the Deans
Mrs. Raymond Dix, Miss Ruth
Farr, Mr. Ralph Young and Mr.
Howard King and the Student
Government Cabinet and Don
Kennedy, editor of the Voice.
These students made numerous
proposals ranging from additional
use of Andrews and Douglass recreation rooms to more cars to the
house to esuse of an
hours
in men's
tablishing parietal
dormitories. This last suggestion
was reiterated by Carolyn Dobay
in the "Town Meeting of the Campus" held just before Thanksgiving vacation.
After several weeks of consultation and discussion, the Deans
house idea
decided the
the most realistic and reasonable.
Westminster Cottage, originally
suggested, is not in as good condition as Crandall House. Crandall
was used as a freshman dorm until two years ago. For the last two
years it has housed Eighth Section.
Its first floor is presently occupied
by two Wooster citizens.
off-camp-
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THE EMPTY SHELVES: Beveiy Asbury terminated his five
year service to the College last Sunday morning in Westminster Church. His final sermon, appropriately titled "Safety
Last," emphasized the need for constant change in the contemporary Christian Church. Mr. Asbury begins service as
college chaplain at Vanderbilt University in January.

Car Committee Recommends
Car Permits For All Seniors
The Car Committee, chaired by
Mr. Howard King, has made a
recommendation to the Deans for
a change in the existing rule which

advised by Mr. King handle all

furniture is also needed to furnish
the second and third floors.
The area to be used is composed
of two large lounges and eight
smaller rooms. Exactly how these
rooms are to be used will be determined by an SGA committee subject to the approval of the Deans.
Two students, a boy and a girl,
will be placed in charge of the
house during its hours of use. No
adults need be present during
REGISTRATION

us

off-camp-

us

Students who wish to enroll
for second semester classes
must return schedule cards
to the Registrar's Office prior
to Dec. 15. Schedules may be
accepted or rejected by students following Christmas vacation; check-ofor those
who accept their schedules
will be Saturday, Jan. 7, in
the gymnasium. Trial schedule cards should be obtained
immediately from advisors.
ut

these hours. Ideally, the house can
be used for informal conversation,
small
and study. The
doors of the rooms are to remain
As far as the use of the house open.
is concerned, the Deans have
Priority of using the house is
thrown the problem into the lap as yet undetermined. The Student
of the SGA cabinet. Some work Government hopes to have details
must be done immediately to clean worked out before Christmas Vathe house, but this should be taken cation so that the innovation may
care of by student volunteers in a be used by the start of the second
matter of several days. Additional semester.
get-togethe- rs,

matters concerning cars in the
future. This recognizes student
maturity and advocates a great
would allow all seniors to main- deal of student responsibility. Said
tain a car on campus. The Deans Mr. King, "It definitely removes
reviewed this proposal and made ambiguity and arbitrariness from
their own recommendation to be the present situation."
by Alice Boyer
received by the Board of Trustees
the
in
College
the
keep
Wooster-in-Pell- a
promises to
in their Saturday meeting.
beexperience
educational
After researching the idea of
mainstream of efforts to expand
college-ownethe
fleet of cars, the
archeological
is
an
yond the classroom. The program
expedition to the ruins of the once great city of Pella, committee decided this alternative
was impractical due to problems x
located in the turbulent country
of
photographstorage, cost and maintenance.
draftsmen, engineers,
of Jordan, not far from the
ers, representatives of the JordanTheir proposal allows all seniors
Sea of Galilee. Here, during
of
Department
ian
and
Antiquities,
except those receiving financial
Graeco-Romatimes, several trade
by Professor Daniel F. Calhoun
Col- aid to maintain cars, with the
faculty
and
students
from
the
which
over
together,
routes came
lege. Dr. Holliday is coordinator stipulation that anyone operating
Here it is just December, and an issue of the Thistle is out already, and editor Gary
caravans travelled to Arabia, of student
participation. From ap- a car stricdy for social reasons Houston is promising us two more by June. If he can make good on his pledge, and pubEgypt, Asia Minor and Syria. To
three dozen interested make it available for use for at lish two more numbers as impressive as the first, we will indeed have demonstrated what
proximately
the west lay many cities known to
six
students,
have been chosen to least one other function (such as
us through Biblical reference inin the "Foreword," that "creativity on the college campus has increased at an
participate in the entire 16 weeks Student Government, etc.) This he claims
and
Shechem
Hebron,
cluding
of the '67 season; another four implies that the only way an astonishing rate.
this reviewer, were those by the strongest artistic impact. He
Nazareth, all Jewish strongholds. will
Not all creativity on campus, of Michael Hutchison, "In an Upper draws
take
only
the
in
summer
could
part
underclassman
maintain
an
a thoroughly convincing
To the east lay more commercial
course, comes from the campus, Room," and "Imagination." Mr. scene, with thoroughly
session.
would
be
such
exception
auto
an
convincing
and pagan cities: Philadelphia,
by the Hutchison offers us night impresNew slides of the site will be as for reasons of health, work or which is
very end!
characters.
Until
the
Gerasa, and Gadara (as yet
most absorbing piece of all, an sions, those sharp, fleeting, often Then he jars
shown on Wednesday, Dec. 14, comuting.
us with a time
.
during chapel hour in the Library
The car committee also recom- interview with Richard Wilbur. chilling images that float through lapse, and the intrusion of a third
Wooster was fortunate to ac- Lecture Room.
mends that a student committee Afficionados of the cult of signifi- our mind when we are at the point character, and leaves us strangely
for
promising
so
cance will recall that Mr. Wilbur of sleep. He manipulates our im- disappointed.
quire an area
It would have been
.
o
labored under the delusion that the aginations defdy and surely; he a first-rat- e
archaeological explora t i n In
with no qualifistory
centennial theme was the pursuit has the poet's touch.
March of 1965, the college adopted
THE
cations, but it is one page too
of happiness, and possibly as a
an archaeological expedition as one
Much of the rest of the poetry long.
MEDITERRANEAN
result, he provided us the most reof its official research projects, to
is almost as nicely done. Ron
The other three stories, on the
freshing and stimulating address Wallace chooses his words exbe sponsored entirely through priSEA
.
same general theme each have both
of them all so far. The interview
vate contributions. Dean Drushal
and
quisitely,
delineates
his
scenes
virtues and defects. Ron Wallace,
affords a delightful opportunity to
created an advisory committee conwith
is
perhaps
but
great
care,
for example, writes precise, shimget to know the poet better. still
sisting of Dr. Lowry, Eugene S.
bit too much under the spell mering, delicate prose, but his
a
t,
Messrs. Houston and Paul
Tanner (Religion Dept.), Vivian
of Dylan Thomas to be completely main character never seems
to
Dr.
Dept.).
who asked the questions, himself.
(Classics
L. Holliday
David Kovacs summons come alive. Larry H. Haise can
Dept.),
reasked the right ones, and the
fsf
Robert H. Smith (Religion
up some nice metaphors, but one draw an exquisite landscape, but
HIPPOS
sults are a joy.
who had seen Pella during his
feels uneasy about the lack of
the plot line just does not hold up.
archeological study at the
1958-5I
Local poets are
NAXAMTH
I OOAOAKA
resolution in his poem.
Editor Peter Parr has a good sense of
ReAmerican School of Oriental
in the current issue, but they do Houston offers a sharp little cameo
the story, but tells it less defdv.
realized
and
Jerusalem
search in
not always provide the aptest il- in a Welsh setting. And Thomas
All four prose selections, however,
its possibilities, was designated
O PELLA
lustrations of Mr. Wilbur's theses. Pniewski (no, Virginia, there is no
Most obviously, Mr. Wilbur ex- real Thomas Pniewski) pens a have much to recommend them,
program director.
and deserve close reading.
T Hl
SAMAIIA
.
presses the opinion that the poet glittering crystal-sharBecause of Wooster's traditional
0AM
O
OMASA
image
Qi ."JOI
The reviewer regrets that some
should either put the world a little which conveys his imaginative visconcern with Christianity, a city
bit more in order, or at least, ion marvelously, precisely. Iden- page proofs were not in by the
IHICHIM
with early Christian connections
to
committee
articulate his sense of its disorder. tify yourself, Mr. Pniewski, and time of the Voice's deadline, so
the
by
thought
was
I
hiktrk
he missed Miss Sally Ann WinkAlthough
Some of our home-grow- n
talent keep writing!
be especially suitable.
would seem, at first glance, intent
not mentioned in the Bible, Pella
All four prose works strangely, ler's art work. He can, however,
PHILADELPHIA l
rather
to
significantly
the
adding
disorder
add
to
on
promised to
center on the same theme, a brief, testify to the skill of Ed Hersh
'
than
early
merely articulating it. But fleeting," somewhat artificial en- berger's photography. The picture
JIIUSAtIM
present information about
V
perhaps we are having our aca- counter between two persons, pro- mischievously entided "Poignant,"
Christianity and New Testament
MTH?IMIM
d
recommendademic legs pulled. Surely nobody ductive of very little or nothing. will be the
Smith's
item
I
times. Upon
of
all,
is not only a tender and
could really want us to take seri- Each author, in his own way,
tion, Pella was selected by the
ously a line like, "Sin, xeroxed seems to be mourning the fragile beautifully-composephotograph,
committee as its preferred excavaJS,Aj
but
anatomical
HllftON
an
will
by time,
triumph.
never return as it and evanescent quality of human
tion site.
blueberried."
once
particular
That
bewill
of
work
relationships. (Mr. Wilbur exThe first season
The editor's foreword expresses
line, from "oh for on my cheek a presses the same sentiment in his the hope the administration
ein earlv in 1967. It will be
will
petal's feel," one of two poems by interview, when he notes that no grant a Thistle request for finandivided into two sessions: from
a
Miss Susan Burkhalter, I found one ever speaks to any one else cial subsidy. The reviewer
March 20 through May 12 and
joins in
hilariously funny. I hope I was in a men's room in America!)
from June 19 through August 12.
that hope. This issue of the magasupposed to.
Once again, Michael Hutchison's zine is a powerful argument for
Those going will include profesThe most impressive poems, for effort, "Litde Rain Fall In," makes the editor's position.
sional archaeologists, architects,

Expedition To Pella Promises
New Educational Experiences

d

First Thistle Publication Pledges

Astonishing Creativity Increase'
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Anarchy Of The Unconcerned

What's Up Gock?

The Fruit Of Differness

The logical place for the ideas expressed in November's
"Town Meeting of the Campus" to be implemented by the
students was in the Student Government Legislature. This
is the official organ that supposedly does represent the students. Accordingly, since the excitement of the Town Meeting did not cool over Thanksgiving Vacation, there was a
rather large turnout for the SGA meeting held last Sunday
evening in Scott Auditorium. Backed by student enthusiasm
for perhaps the first time in its four-yea- r
history, the Legislature had a chance to assert its importance as it never could
before.

Putting it bluntly, it blew the opportunity. This was
one time when some less weighty matters should have been
swept aside in order to attack the issues brought up in the
Town Meeting. What did happen in the two and one-hahour session can best be described as a farce. While the Legislature heard cabinet reports, formed committees to study constant tuition and alumni relations, and appropriate money
for a new record player, legislators and spectators steadily
filed out. When at approximately nine o'clock, the subject
of the High Court proposal was broached, it was discovered
that the legislature no longer had a quorum. At this point,
perhaps the most significant step of all was taken a committee
was formed to investigate the structure of the SGA. Perhaps
the motion to adjourn was even more important.
When the Legislature adjourned Sunday night, it may
have been sounding its own death knell. The entire Cabinet
expressed its bitter disappointment with its consistently
feeble attempts. This inner structure was formed four years
ago under the leadership of David Mortenson when the entire
Student Government was reorganized. During this four-yea- r
period, the Legislature has been plagued by ridiculously
poor attendance, lack of initiative, and poor communication.
Just how many representatives really consult their constituents
before speaking or voting on any issue? The lack of communication here is a major factor in the continual misunderstandings on this campus. This organ of student government was
an experiment: it failed. We must go on to something else.
For one thing, the body is too unwieldy.. It must be
streamlined to approximately 20 members. There must be
more attention paid to the election of these representatives.
Those elected members must no longer, be dominated by
group leaders, but by students
passionately concerned with action and students' rights. Decreasing the size of the body might even make it less responsive
to student opinion, but it is difficult to imagine a situation
much worse than the present. Perhaps the whole idea should
be eliminated. The cabinet might better govern bv itself with
w
j
j
frequent town meetings with interested students to determine
the mainstream of thought.
This "government by town meetings" would undoubtedly
lead to domination by a particular interest group. Perhaps
that is as it should be. Perhaps the best student government
possible would be a dictatorship of the concerned. It would
undoubtedly be better than the anarchy of the unconcerned
which apparently rules the present SGA Legislature.

by Paula Gocker

To an Arab one of the most horrifyingly significant
aspects of imperialism in the Middle East was "our" flagrant
division of Palestine in Jewish (Israel) and Arab (Jordan)
states. This one act did more than anything to finally, and
somewhat superficially, unite by
na, Lebanon, tgypt, Iraq and philosophy is the right of every
Jordan together against the West
in what is termed Arab nationalism. It is also the source of the
present border conflicts that havej
recently erupted in the Arab world.
What exacdy is the legitimacy
of the Arab claim that Palestine
was illegally taken from them and
that their immediate goal to rec
tify the miustice that took place
less than 20 years ago is indeed
a just one? Their argument is
this: the partition resolution which
created the state of Israel was not
a legitimate resolution and was not
in the spirit of the UN Charter.
An important part of the UN
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Our Most Important Product
The Town Meeting of the Campus has come and gone.
If there is any lesson to be learned from it other than that
students can be responsive in the right situations, it is that
persistence is going to have to be the key to progress on the
Wooster campus. While many students were disappointed
with that particular meeting's results, it should serve as an
example of the futility of attempts at rapid change. Whether
the student body likes it or not, change at the College will
come slowly and haltingly. That must not deter us.
The Personnel Deans have authorized the use of Crandall
House as an informal student center. True, this is not exactly
parietal hours. It is, however a major step forward. We
should be grateful; we should also demonstrate our maturity
by our use of that privilege. That will make the next step
that much easier (and undoubtedly there will be a next step).
While the inadequacy of the Legislature may be a roadblock to progress, it is not insurmountable. Either by more
enthusiasm or reorganization, this problem can be eliminated.
Persistence, responsibility, action these intangibles can
produce real progress toward student freedom and opportunities. The inertia gained in recent weeks must not be lost. We
must keep pushing.
!

A Picture Is Worth

. . .

The official Centennial celebration has finally arrived.
Some greet it with joy, others, only with relief. Having spent
a year's time with the Centennial, we find it hard to say anything fresh or worthwhile about the observance now. Not
wishing to be trite, we will refrain from reciting the platitudes that may be expected. On the opposite page, we present
a few old photographs we. managed to uncover. Some should
find them reminiscent, others interesting; others will be
merely amused. We hope a sense of humor has not been lost
through the seriousness of our "pursuit." We do express also
our humble appreciation for the vision that made our attendance at Wooster possible. Not really capable of saying anything more significant than that, we can only turn to matters
more seasonal. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
,
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"Unanimously Reelected"

The Palmer St. Irregulars

Vanderbilt

1,

Wooster O

by Steve Avakian
Does a minister have a responsibility to stir his congregation and those around him
in a community?

That's one of the world's oldest questions, of course, and one which is being asked
more and more in contemporary America. Whereas Moses could lead his people out of
Jgypt, the modern churchman is

:

:

expected by many to be a meek t0 wori7 abo3lt' 1 suppose; neither kept this up, and week after week
mouther of platitudes, a theolog are some other members of our his listeners were stirred.
campus community. But what
ical public relations man.
It was Bev Asbury who brought
9 Will Ack'0
a man of William Sloane Coffin's
Needless to say Wooster s out- - departure leave a void here?
genius to this campus, and I don't
going College pastor is not such
The
inescapable
of
think Wooster has been the same
answer,
iiiiyjiju
a man. bev
ri.iuii.iii.iiuiu
is
course,
Like
him
yes.
It was Asbury who now pubsince.
or
not,
says what
J Asbury gave an intellectual com- licly acknowledges
that the church
he thinks and,
munity
something
have,
it
attendance
must
rule
is
of date and
out
I'm convinced,
a
questioning,
articulate
in
revised.
be
Both
spirit
must
actions and
believes what he
with
tune
He
realities.
current
others
many
have
made
him a
says.
was
dogmatic,
let
marked
deny
one
no
in
man
some
quarters.
It wasn't unthat. His dogmatism shocked some, But it's significant that the College
til this summer
turned off others and stimulated administration was shocked to
that I realized
still another segment of his lis- hear of his leaving, and reports
the effect As- teners.
indicate that some serious converbury had o n
sations
were held asking him to
I myself did not agree with
this town. While
Avakian
serving as re
much of what Asbury said. But, reconsider his decision.
porter for the Wooster Daily Re- I sometimes asked, why should I?
Vanderbilt University gains a
cord, I frequently confronted citi- This is a college, and just as my dedicated young crusader this
zens who, upon hearing I studied liberal instinct tells me not to winter when Asbury arrives in
at the College, asked me, "What swallow everything forked out in Nashville. In the meantime a
do you think of that Asbury fel- the classroom I demand the right grievous void is left here, and it
low?" More often than not the to reject "wisdom" from the pul- will be interesting to see how the
question was uttered in what pit.
Westminster committee, which inamounted to a rhetorical tone. The
But the magnificent thing about cludes some students, fills the imanswer was expected to be about Asbury was that he
gave us this portant pastoral vacancy.
the same as if I'd been asked, right and
made us use it. One
Peter is said to have been
"What do you think of Com- couldn't listen
to a Sunday sermon Christ's favorite disciple because
munism?"
about civil rights and not at least of his very human frailty and
With most of these people I think about the subject afterwards. strength of character, his penchant
would simply say I felt Asbury One couldn't listen to Asbury blast for saying what he thought, somewas making a significant contri- Barry Goldwater from Hell to Ari- times at inopportune moments. A
bution to the campus community zona and not consider more care- bit of the spirit of Peter has left
and leave it at that. But you could fully that distasteful choice in Westminster Church and the Colsee the raised eyebrows,
the 1964. Week after week Asbury lege of Wooster.
people thinking, "What's up with
you, kid, are you out in left field,
As-bur- y

w

Challenge In Black And White

too?"
One event stuck in the minds of
these citizens. I know this from

nation to
At the
l?N
time of the
resolution less than
of the population of
Palestine was Jewish. Had a pleb-icit- e
been conducted, had the principle of
been
adhered to, it is doubtful that the
state of Israel would ever have
been realized. There are other legalistic rhetorics along this same
line, but it seems to me that these
arguments aren't the motivating
factor in creating the Arab opinion
that something wrong occurred in
'48.
self-determinatio-

n.

one-thir- d

self-determinati-

on

No, the reasons for these feelings are deeper than legalistic inclinations, more profound than
logical syllogisms. The reasons:
the anger,
the bitterness are
evoked from a people who believe
that it is wrong, tragically so for
a larger more powerful sphere
of influence to carve a state out
of someone else's homeland. Prior
to spending a year in Beirut, I
never fully grasped the magnitude
of emotion and the depth of passion associated with this belief.
After all, the Jews had been mercilessly persecuted throughout the
ages, wasn't it their right to this
land? Why didn't the Arabs adjust
themselves to the fait accompli?
Why were the Arabs so unreasonable?
Friends Bring Understanding
While some of this former attitude still prevails, my Palestinian
refugee friends did much to show
me the tragedy in the personal loss
of dignity and wealth that the creation of Israel has caused. It is
their dream that someday they will
forcefully expel the Jews from
Israel and reinstate their lost
sense of value.
I knew one boy who was attending the university on a UN refugee
scholarship in the field of pharmacy. This young man had hoped
to become a doctor but his family's business had been consficated
by the Israelis, the family had fled
to Jordan; the father is now in
debt where he had formerly been
a wealthy, influential, progressive
town leader. The boy is bitter
about his profession: he feels con- vinced that had he stayed in Palestine he'd be able to afford the
time and money necessary to secure a medical education. His
family would be cohesive and
happy instead of divided and
plagued with the daily battle of
survival. He believes that he must
fight to regain Palestine, and fight
and die he will. The cause is
noble.

Letter on Current Upheaval
Negro education can be a touchy topic. Negro individlengthy conversations with people
Recently I received a letter from
in Wayne County whose opinions uals have helped make this "Adventure in ducation" worth this friend concerning the present
I respect and value. Asbury's the price we
pay. They are persons, and persons we have crisis in the Middle East. I think
single biggest mistake as pastor
it's an articulate expression of
of Westminster Church, according valued; they are not a vague, general object of White
what he sees as the problem and
to these individuals, was his inor condescension.
his fervent desire to rectify it.
volvement in the march through
don't know if you heard about
"I
Students at this College, because we have known and
downtown Wooster in the spring
the heavily armed Israeli aggresof 1965 protesting the atrocities profited from such individuals,
should participate in the sion on three villages in Jordan.
of Selma.
Christmas drive of the Abraham Lincoln Scholarship Com- They broke down the houses and
Although no incidents were reproperty and killed many people.
corded on the streets of Wooster mittee. There are many other reasons theological, historical, There was no opposition whatsothat morning, memories were sociological, etc. which don't appeal much
to either Black ever. It was later after everything
etched in the' minds of citizens,
or White; these often have the ring of academic imperson- was done that the Jordanian Army
and they haven't forgotten. There
reached the spot and shot back.
was Asbury a churchman, sup- ality. None of us should need a better reason than the friend- Nowadays there is a lot of rioting
posed to represent the rational, ship of someone from a
and demonstrating going on in
minority group background.
pat-ronizati-

traditional values of society
marching in the very front row
followed by over half the College
community.
He got himself even more
boldly and personally in the public
eye this fall after writing a letter
to the town newspaper challenging
a local high school ROTC program. Before the controversy simmered down an emotional school
board meeting resulted in which
over 350 citizens participated.
Asbury had stirred the public conscience to a fever pitch, and opin-- .
ions dormant before the minister
auieu uaiue iiiiu me open.
So Bev Asburv isn't a complete
success downtown. That's nothing

on

most of the Palestinian 'Jordan-

Not all the Negroes we know need financial aid, of ian' towns e.g. Hebron, Jerusalem,
course; many do. The endowment of the Lincoln Memorial Ramallah etc. against the Jordanian government (Note: Arabs feel
Scholarship Fund is inadequate, but needs only student sup- Jordan's government is too moderport to reach significant proportions. Student participation ate in its attitude towards Israel.
Hussein is. on shaky ground.) The
will be solicited by representatives in each dormitory.
people are asking
be
Students are asked simply to visit a church, or perhaps
a business, at home to present personally a letter prepared
by the Lincoln Scholarship Committee. This letter soliciting
contributions contains a rationale, a history of Wooster involvement in Negro education, and an endorsement by President Lowry.
Each of us is challenged to do snmptbi nor will nil rpmiiroo
neither much time nor effort, neither social nor reliiriniis
conviction. Who can side-stethis challenge?
.

I

p

allowed to
to
carry arms so that they will protect themselves if the Jordanian
army can't protect them. The army
is trying to stop these demonstrators to the extreme of shooting at
them. The prisons of Jordan are
filled with Palestinian demonstrators . . . Curfews are held. Food is
getting difficult to find, etc. How
long can it go on? Nobody knows.
These people can't wait any more
(Continues on Page 6)
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Read, fJleissey, Luce Offer Address
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The College of Wooster will spend its 100th birthday much as it spent its first, as
an idea on a deserted hill in Wooster, Ohio. Everyone will have gone home for Christmas
by Dec. 18, which is the anniversary of the founding date.

L.

The last calendar week of the Centennial year is a busy one. Wishart Hall the first
building of a J1.B million speech
and theatre complex, will be dedi- Luce, Editorial Chairman of Time,
Inc., and chairman of Wooster's
Centennial Program, will present
the Centennial Address for this
observance week. Luce is a member of the College's Board of Trustees and was awarded a Doctor of
Letters degree here in 1962. As a
child of missionaries in China,
Luce was exposed to many Wooster people who instilled an enduring interest in Luce for the Col-

I'
V

J'
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sity and Balliol College in Oxford,
England. He has starred in 11
Broadway productions such as
Candida and Abe Lincoln in Illinois and is the author of the play
The Hanging Judge. Massey has
also appeared in over 60 movies
and on the television series MDr.
Kildare". He will receive a Doctor of Humane Letters degree.
William Morrison is general

lege.

UNFINISHED

CONSTRUCTION

a

is

Receiving honorary degrees will
be Mr. Raymond Eugene Dix, Mr.
Sherman Emery Lee, Mr. Massey,

Wooster tradition. The VOICE photographer
here catches the always industrious labourers in a spontaneous moment of diligence.
time-honor- ed

Yooster Orchestra
And Concert Choir
Offer

Mozart-Pro-

Dr. David H. C. Read

cated Sunday at 3 p.m. with an
address by actor-autho- r
Raymond
Massey. Guest preacher at Westminster Church this Sunday will
be Dr. David H. C. Read, Minister
of the Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church in New York City.
Sunday evening at 8 the Concert Choir will sing the Mozart-Prou- t
version of Handel's Messiah.
Dr. Richard Gore will conduct the
choir and the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra performing this work
for the first time since 1959 at
Wooster. Soloists will be Patricia
Richards, Grace Reginald, Seth
McCoy and Dale Moore.

ut

Version Of Messiah
For the final concert of the

"

t'ril

W

Centennial Year Dr. Richard
T. Gore will conduct Handel's
best known oratorio, Messiah,
in Memorial Chapel Sunday, Dec.
11, at 8 p.m. The oratorio has not
been performed at the College
since 1959; for the first time in
many years the Wooster Symphony Orchestra will participate.
Soloists will be Patricia Richards,
Grace Reginald, Seth McCoy and
Dale K. Moore.
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the College has finally purchased a
fleet of vehicles which, though not the latest models, will
help to relieve the privacy and transportation problems on
campus.
IT IS RUMORED

Mr. William Angus Morrison, and
the Rev. Read.
Mr. Dix, publisher of the Wooster Daily Record since 1953, is a
graduate of Ohio Wesleyan and
the University of Missouri. His
wife is the Dean of Women. Mr.
Dix will receive a Doctor of Humanities degree.
Director of the Cleveland Museum of Art, Sherman Lee is a

i

I
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Henry

R.

Luce

secretary of the Board of Christian
Education for the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. He
was graduated from Greenville
College and from the Biblical Seminary in New York City with his
S.T.B. degree. He will be awarded
a Doctor of Humanities degree.
At a special convocation in ChaThe Rev. Read, graduate of the
pel Monday morning, the College
University of Edinburgh and later
will award five honorary degrees.
the first Chaplin of the University,
Monday evening at 8:15, Henry R.
took his present position at Madi.
If
son Avenue in 1956. He has also
served as a chaplain to the British
Raymond E. Massey
army and as such was held a
In
graduate of the American Univer- prisoner of war from 1940-41952
he
became
Chaplain to Her
sity with a Ph.D. from Western
Reserve University where he is a Majesty the Queen in Scotland. Dr.
Professor of Art. Mr. Lee will re- Read will receive a Doctor of Letceive a Doctor of Fine Arts degree. ters degree.
Canadian-bor- n
Raymond Massey
Delmar Arch will be formally
was educated at Toronto Univer dedicated tomorrow at 5 p.m.

--
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Using a libretto compiled by
Charles Jennens from the Old and
New Testaments, Handel wrote the
entire oratorio in three weeks from
Aug. 22 to Sept. 14, 1741, but it
was not performed until April of
the following year while Handel
was on an extended visit in Dublin.

5.
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The first English performance
came a year later, and the work
did not become really popular until 1750, when it was given as a
benefit for the Foundling Hospital
in London. In Handel's day such
works were always performed in
theaters or concert halls as charity benefits, never in church, and
by a chorus of about 30 men and
boys and a chamber orchestra of
perhaps 35 players.

In 1785 Mozart added

ft
-
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The public is invited to the concert admission free. An offering
will be received to defer expenses.
Reserved seats for patrons are obtainable at the office of the Department of Music.
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THIS INTRICATELY ADORNED coed's room reveals the tastes and temper of the times. Note
both the profuse employment of scotch tape and the pronounced absence of scholarly

materials.
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"It was not the golden period of American
architecture, but the plan for the University building pleased
the eye of that generation, especially residents of the Middle
West." Wooster Daily Record.
OLD

MAIN:

Scots Moore Represents
Celebrate
Spirits of '66 Regional Vocalists

JOO-Pro- of

In

Washington

4,

V

D.C.

Associate Pro fessor of
Music, Dale Moore, will compete at the National Auditions
of the National Association of
if

Teachers of Singing, in Washington D.C, Dec. 27. Mr. Moore was

X
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wood-

wind and brass parts for Messiah
and three other Handel works at
the behest of the Baron van Swie-teThe Mozart additions were
further edited by the English
musician Ebenezer Prout. It is the
Mozart-Prou- t
version that will be
heard this year at the College.

-

1 (,?s yL4

named
for the
Ohio division of the Association
in a contest held in the middle of
ColNovember at Baldwin-Wallac- e
lege Conservatory of Music. Eileen
Davis, a former student of Mr.
Singer-of-the-Ye-

ar

fits

Moore, was chosen second alternate in the Ohio contest from a
field of six.
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WHO HOSED THE CHAPEL? Shorn of ivy, the chapel

gorges its Sunday congregation.

dis-

A few questions arise:

Were only Woo males influenced by the church attendance
rule In those days? Does the Rock look like it has been
moved? Or, C, both of the above?

Mr. Moore represented Ohio at
the Regional Auditions at Bloom-ingtoInd., Nov. 19. As the winner of that contest he will represent this region in the National
Auditions in Washington.
n,

HOLDEN

HALL LOVELIES

in fetching

below-the-kn-

ee

of the past pause from their studies for

gowns.

a

festive Christmas dinner

WOOSTER
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Centennial, Town Meeting Draw Cheers And Jeers From Peers
Boycott Advocated
To the Editor:
I feel a sense of real disgust
when a college of Wooster's stature
"gives away" so many honorary
degrees. In one evening we almost
equalled the number of degrees

awarded in the preceding three
years.
For me honorary degrees signify a respect for profound intellectual or academic achievement.
By intellectual I include persons
outside academia. This weekend
five more degrees will be awarded.
While the journalists may well
"fulfill" the suggested requirement,
I do not believe the others do.
Of our preceding "set" of four,
only one Ray Day was worthy
of this symbol of deep respect

saw the meeting as an opportunity
to show that the editor of the
Voice, the SGA President, and the
SGA cabinet have been speaking
for me in their communication
with the administration. Now
when Mr. Brynelson goes to the
Deans with a suggestion or a com-

!

In closing, I would like to add
that the minutes of the Session of
Westminster Church record a reso
lution, passed by a vote of 10-"indicating that it (the Session)
does not favor retention of the College rule requiring church attendance by freshmen and requesting
the College authorities review the
rule, and further requesting the
rule be suspended until reviewed
by the proper authorities of the
College."

plaint, there can be no question
about whom he represents. He represents 1500 students! That is
what we were there to show.

2,

fact that no new complaints were heard also shows the
responsibility of the student leaders. Their complaints are ours, so
when we talked di recti v with the
administration, we said the same
things. If our leaders had been
speaking only for themselves, our
complaints would have been difThe

I suggest students (and faculty?) who agree with this sentiment join in an expression of it
by boycotting Monday's formal
convocation during chapel and
third hour.
Farns Lobenstine

defended by claiming the need for
a symbol per se, then I would oppose it on the grounds that the
Church in America needs no fur
ther swelling of the ranks of symbolic Christians.

John Dineen

As a result of the meeting,
everyone knows that not one, but
1500 people are expressing themselves in a Voice editorial or in an
SGA proposal. The student leaders
are spokesmen for 1500 students!

.

The VOICE does not endorse

the sentiments of any letter by
including it. We do affirm the
principle, expressed by Mr. Lo-

benstine, that honorary degrees
should be conferred on the basis
of significant intellectual and
social contributions. Such high
standards may have been com
promised in the past, but stu
dents are scarcely qualified to
judge on the basis of a single
appearance on the campus. Mr.
Lobenstine fails to substantiate
his claim that among those
honored are men who do not
deserve our respect.
A hftvroH on Mondav would
be
and in poor taste,
Such an action would reflect on
all the speakers and guests of
thU nnrtirulnr weekend, rather
than call to account the College's
criteria for conferring degrees,
matter requires conscienti- ous consideration and discussion
the future, rather than a ges- ture which can have no effect
on the past. We do suggest that

p

vs:

ferent.

George F. Corliss

Editor's Note:

Some consider this second pos
light of obviously great student
sibility
concern.
a more realistic outlook.
As I looked over my notes from A few think it is a certainty. I
the town meeting, I came upon would like to be proven wrong,
I don t think the powers that
five items that need no more study, but
and are particularly relevant now. be want to prove me wrong. Exams
and finals and vacations won't
These are:
make me and many others forget
1. Extension of lounge hours in about these proposals and others,
men's dorms (especially sections) and I will feel compelled to keep
for women.
asking for the decisions we should
2. The elimination of chaperones have. I, and I hope others, are
for open houses.
waiting.
3. The abolition of the church
Bob Hicks
attendance rule for freshmen.
4. A graduated Chapel attendfor upperclassmen.
ance set-uVacancy
5. Car permits on an unlimited To the Editor:
basis for seniors.
The Pastor Nominating ComSome of the items brought forth
mittee of Westminster Church has
the assigned task of presenting to
?J ISS 1 the congregation a name of Mr.
ktiMv
Asbury's successor. As many students are actively involved in the
life of Westminster Church, the
committee feels it important to include students in this process. The
committee solicits s u g g e s tions.
Please make them in writing with
as much specific information as
possible and submit them to the
undersigned student members of
the committee.

Church Attendance
To the Editor:
I wish to clarify my criticism of
the Sunday church attendance
regulation in relation to the current petition and in response to
the statement by Dean Drushal on
Nov. 22. I also wish to limit the
issue strictly to the regulation now
in effect and will proceed on the
assumption that a rule which does
not accomplish a positive goal and
may even hinder what it is intended to foster should be elimin-

discussion, based on the lectures,
thereby promoting student attend
ance. Likewise, the faculty is at
fault for not initiating such a pro
gram themselves.
Yet, the students are to blame
also. Are we all such bookworms
that an A on a quiz or an hourly
is more important than hearing a
noted scientist project a novel
hypothesis for birth control? Is
the jukebox so entrancing that two
hours away from it to hear a
respected conductor and musician
speak so unthinkable? I hate to
think that we are so involved in
our own lives, with such neid
value systems, that we are unable
to pull the brakes long enough to
hear Richard Wilbur read poetry
or Father Murray speak on athe
ism and
anti-atheis-

m.

--

.

Amy Forman
Bill Layman

Centennial Flop?
To the Editor:

Granted, not all of the speakers
have been exceptional but without
attending how are we to even
know that. And, even if a man
fails as a speaker, his failure has
at least stimulated one to think,
constructively and critically, and
around here, that's a difficult task.

It seems to me that these weeks
could truly be an exciting adventure in liberal education. Therefore, it disturbs me as a student
and a human being to see such
an opportunity for growth and
significance thrown away. Perhaps
we will do better after the next
hundred years.

Lynn Pocock
After witnessing a pitifully
JEFF NYE (center) and John Bailey (right) were recently elected
empty chapel at a Saturday morn
by the Scots for the 1967 season. Here
football
ing discussion and two chapel
they eye ice cream that Head Coach Jack Lengyel piles up
hour dialogues at which not more
at a post season party the Akron Alumni, Mr. Bob Myers,
than 50 persons were present, it
ated.
and Smith's Dairy sponsored for the team.
is evident that the time has come
Concerning Sunday church the
at the meeting lacked merit, I felt. to comment upon the ineffective
Wooster student falls into one of
Deans Challenged
Cen
Some I don't mention have merit. ness of the
three categories: (1) those who To the Editor:
Lecture
tennial
Program.
Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
I single these out because these
attend, regardless of the rule,
The administration is at fault
to 8:30 p.m.
It is now time to look closely five items touch every student and
(2) those who do not attend, re-student
for
faculty
in
encouraging
least
the
not
group
way.
one
at
to
gardless of the rule, arid (3) those at the truly constructive sugges- I
don't really think the Deans' cancel exams, ease up on the work
Sundays 1 1 :30 a.m.
who do feel a certain obligation tions which the "town meeting"
Office will act on even half of these load and even assign outside read
to comply with the present rule brought out. Anyone expecting by Christmas
to 8:30 p.m.
Vacation. They may ing by one of the speakers to be
undoubtedly
decisions
was
policy
s
iteaiis-Thireason,
and attend tor mat
used as background for
never act on any of them.
tically, the rule directly affects disillusioned and rightly so. That
TRY OUR TENDER
the
the
or
time
meeting
was
not
caie-ime
m
uus
last
oiuy
peopie
PRESSURE-COOKE- D
gory. Now, will a person who goes place for such an administrative
CHICKENI
to church because someone told statement of change. We students,
rehim to do so actually take part in however, do deserve some
Catering to: Banquets,
sponse, and that should be prompt
the College clarify its criteria for me servicer i say no Because i ieei
I
suggested.
action on the items
conferring honorary degrees; the very definition of religious ex- Private Parties, Family Meals
the Deans to agree
don't
expect
penance
must
voiunrary
inciuae
re'this symbol of our deep
to all student suggestions. I m not
Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
spect" must sacrifice that respect involvement.
unrealistic.
that
All You Can Eat
5 to 7 p.m.
if issued without discrimination.
But perhaps it is claimed that
However, they owe us a quick
for Reservations
an academic exposure can be the
Ph. 262-78result. Again I would oppose this decision one way or the other.
Vote of Confidence
rationale on the grounds that Time for studying these proposals
Wooster
has sufficient stimuli, re has passed and time for decisions
To the Editor:
quired religion courses, certain is upon us. Much talk that night
Hff
TVT... iL. iL- i HP
U1C.UR1 1UVT" imT"-and occasional as-o- f concerned the college's responsiguest speakers,
.,
,
the Campus is over,' its analysis
A
.i am bility in different areas toward
arnnri them,
pects of daily chapel among
tytlI. j:j
u
students. I speak of the responsi
,v chw0
Off Liberty St. (Rear)
? WW AiA tTi 10 expose a college student to
the phenomenon man calls reli bility to stop hedging and tell us
.1
u
o wr
mrcuig
145 Vi E. Liberty St.
g.on A gund
what is going to result from these
worsh.
comphshed? Since I guess I am
fo
student suggestions. Prove to
be
.
one of the apathetic shiden s who
Helen Jeffrey, Owner & Operator
b
h
h
you spoke in good faith! We cer
1 rFT
level. Lastly, if the rule is tainly have a right to know in
a
my attendance
i!
is interpreted. 1 Psure
ill-tim-
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STARK'S
Restaurant
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Avoid the Last Minute Crowds
UNIQUE COOKERY
"SINCE 1925

132S.Buckty.St.
WOOSTER,

OHIO

r

Qltti

Continuous Service from
7S30 a.m. til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)
Phone

For Reservations

263-478- 6

$300

SELECT YOUR

Round Trip to Europe
New

Jlaw!

York-Lond-

June

on

Returning August 17
Both trips by regularly

AT

Sonny

scheduled jets
WOOSTER'S FINEST JEWELRY STORE

and the

Open to

Mellow Tones
FRIDAY

and

8:30-12:-

WOOSTER STUDENTS

Any Scot May Charge It!

and
FACULTY

SATURDAY

and

30

$1.00

ADMISSION

Their Families
FOR CHRISTMAS

HEJ
Open 2

p.m-- 2

263-117-

6

CHEER:

THE QUILTED DUSTER

Chase away the cold with a quilted duster that cheers as well
as warms. Kodel fiber filling fluffs up the graceful glide of
nylon tricot, brings out the pretty embroidery on the collar and
patched pockets. Sizes 8 to 18. White, Mint, Pink.

a.m.

421 East Liberty Street

PHONE

Just East of the Square

1

Wooster

PRICE

$13.00

For Details See

JIM McMEEKIN
or Call
264-650- 5
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The Scot (Light
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by Josh Sfroup
I
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Locker room walls always manage to get plastered with little
signs and placards shouting short, catchy phrases designed to keep
team spirit high, lhese gems of literary achievement and human insight range from the blunt, concise type, best exemplified by that all- time favorite KILL to the longer, less brutal message like "When
the going gets tough, the Scots get going" to use a local example.
severance gymnasium, though not quite a locker
room, has got a philosophical banner of its own
proclaiming that "Lukewarm dedication in any endeavor is not enough to succeed." Translated to
language that reduces to
"You've Gotta Want It!" The original words are
Bill Bradley's and the phrase was chosen by Coach
jf.
Van Wie to give his 1966 basketball squad some
locker-room-placar-

I
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n
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against

a high-ridino Earlham
team and again next Tuesday
against unbeaten Kenyon. These
two games close out the current
tour-gam- e
home-stanwhich finds
the Scots
and
on the vear.
They'll be playing five games in
1
days, starting Tuesday with
Kenyon. The Scots won't be back
before the home crowd until Jan.
17 when they face a rough Mt.
d

)

It

)
1

7
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ditioning schedule they got way back in Octo- josn
ber. In all three games so far this year, it
hasn't been hard to see that the phrase has made some sense
to them. Thoughts don't win ball games there's a locker room
phrase for you but they sure can help a player put the ball
through the net, and that does win ball games.
&.

-

This year's basketball squad has got a lot of ability that should
combine with their anything but lukewarm dedication to make a successful season. Tim Jordan, center, and George "Fox" Baker, guard,
are back in top form. Jordan collected 9 rebounds at Wittenberg and
13 against Kentucky Southern and should be ready to equal his 9.9 rebound average of last year. Wittenberg's defense kept anyone, including Jordan, from hitting from the inside, and the center only
netted 10 points that night. But he pushed in 22 last Saturday, so last
year's 16 point average shouldn't be out of reach of the first team
pivot man. Fox hasn't been hitting like he can from the
outside (only in two games), but he's still got some of the best
moves of any guard in the Conference. Luke Hoffa is off to a slow
start and will be battling with Steve Bone, Joe Fay, and Tom Beech-infor the starting forward spot.
The fellows who are really going to open some eyes this
season, not to mention two or three years from now, are the
four freshmen on the varsity roster. Rich Thompson (67", 200
lbs.), you've seen for yourselves, is nothing but tough. The soft
in Akron last year, was his team s
spoken forward was all-cimost valuable player, and has all the size and ability he needs
to be a standout in this Conference. His jumping ability could
easily make Jordan second man in the rebound category. Don't
expect to see him lose his starting spot for a long time.
Ken McHargh has got more hustle than 23 JDs trying to outrun
squad
car. His passes are accurate and he's got as much spring as
a
Thompson, but at 5' 11" he doesn't get quite as high, naturally. Tom
Beeching, another Akron area product, should see a lot of action this
year. He came in at the close of the Wittenberg game and netted
two noints before the scorer had finished writing down his name. A
few minutes later he stole the ball, loped down court and put in another. In between, he scored two more for a total of 8 points in a
little over five minutes. His short outside shot, like Thompson's, is
a good one and his size (6'5", 210) gives him an added advantage,
Larry Hackenberg rounds out this exciting freshman complement.
"Hack" is a top rate ball handler and has backed up starting guard
Trevor Sharp against Wittenberg and KSC. He appeared in last year's
Game and, along with McCargh, should
r
Ohio North-Soutkeep Sharp and Fox on their toes.
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run-and-gu-

leaves three Falcons
against Kentucky Southern College in the Scots'
the big boy to come down, Gary Wainscott (20)
Wooster's Joe Fay moves under for the rebound.
4
Style" with an
win.
WOOSTER'S TOM BEECHING

Although the Scots' record is now ,
they have been anything but consistent in their
first three games. They've looked great and they've looked miserable. Tuesday night's 79
74 triumph over Heidelberg was a perfect example. Twice Wooster blew large leads and
almost wound up losing to the determined Student Princes.
'2-1-

After largely dominating

the

8

and by the final buzzer it was

Wooster.

4

Tuesday nights officials would have done better to stick with
"reffing" playground shuffleboard. They were inconsistent, little more
than blind, and everything else an official shouldn't be. The Ohio
Conference would be wise to review the ability of some of their officials. The OAC hurts itself every time a referee of this low caliber
represents the Conference on a court. This is not to say that officials
like these are commonplace in the Conference, but there are obviously some. It's nothing less than an insult to the players themselves
when they have to play under the handicap of poor officials.
The crowd was fantastic. Would you believe that Wooster
students can actually rare back and yell? It's kind of hard to
imagine something like that, but it has really happened. Every
lid banger, horn blower, and siren wailer that showed up put
renewed faith in the heart of this writer for the Scot spectator.
Thank you, thank you. The team thanks you, the coach thanks
you. Bill Bradley is eloquent, but he doesn't rival a rattling

trash can.
SUNDAY

MONDAY

&

7; "Shot" 4:30
10:35. Mon.: "Pink"
8:55;
7; "Shot" 9:10; Exit Timt 10:50.

Sun.: "Pink" 2:40

&

Exit Time

&

i
had kept the Scots in the game size, poor outside snooting
ana
goalby sinking five key baskets. How
overlooked
hree obvious, but
ever, in the second half, the Tiger ending plays as key factors in his
'
defense limited him to two free earn s defeat.
hrows.

Lacking their customary aggres- siveness, the ocots were out-r- e
Levi Wingard
bounded 46-2pulled down 16 rebounds. Fresh
man Rich Thompson led the Scots
with ten. Added to his four points,
Thompson's rebounding ability
gave him an impressive debut into
college ball.

.in.
8.

.

Grabbing off 12 rebounds, scor- ins 12 points and plaving fine de-fensive ball, Thompson also spark
led against Kentucky Southern
College and led his charged up
Coach Van Wie noted that Hei team to a devastating 83-6vic
delberg's various defenses caught tory.
the Scots by surprise and added
Starting slowly and plagued by
that it was a rough job getting
Wooster fired up for this game. cold shooting and sloppy ball
The Scots always seem to ' have handling, the Scots found themselves trailing a fired up Southern
good luck against the Princes.
team through most of the first
However, fouls more than luck half. Wooster just wasn't rebound
played a major role in this game.
ing and its defense was rather
A total of 46 were called on both porous as Southern opened up a
teams and both coaches were ir
lead.
ritated by a number of the calls.
Then things turned abruptly.
Jim Tangeman and Tim Pottenger
Luke
of the Princes and Wooster's
Thompson and Jordan suddenly
Hoffa all fouled out.
caught fire and blocked shots left
"You can't win if you don't and right to dominate the boards.
score" is an accepted basketball With 7:25 to go in the half,
axiom. The Scots had to find it out Thompson leaped high in the air
the hard way in their opening
to tip a missed free throw attempt
game against a rough Wittenberg
the Scots started their resur
team last Thursday when they and
dropped a defensive contest 52- - gence. The basket put Wooster
and they stayed out in
39. For almost 16 minutes Wooster ahead 21-1couldn't buy a basket and when front for good.
Tim Jordan finally connected, with
Rich Hughes and Gary Wains
6:50 left in the game, the Scots
This was the cott, high point men with 25, were
were down, 37-2first opener that Coach Van Wie all that kept the undermanned and
has lost.
inexperienced Southern team in
Wooster started strong and led the game. Tim Jackson, who scor
12-at one point. But, with the ed nine points in the first half,
the Scots hit
score knotted 17-1ran into early foul trouble and
a cold streak and wound up going
had to sit out most of the second
to the dressing room trailing 23
half.
21 at the half.
4

15-1- 2
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December
Now

we've got PETER

7-- 10

SELtERSrf,

Anyone interested in participating on the track squad
and who was not at the Nov.
28 meeting should be sure to
see Coach Lafferty in his office
in Severance Gym before
Christmas vacation.
The track team needs a

good manager. If interested
in the job, see Coach Lafferty
as soon as possible.

Matmen Trim For Debut,
Swimmers 6th At OACs
by Jim Hanna

by Phil Graham

Under the coaching of Phil
In their first meet under
Shipe, the Scot matmen are new Coach Pat O'Brien, the
shedding their summer fat in Wooster swimming team placpreparation for the '67 sea ed 6th out of nine teams in
son. They begin' action on Jan. 7
when they will lock horns with
Denison on a home mat. With
most of last year's wrestlers back,
he Scots are a good bet to top
last year's performance of seven
wins, four losses and fifth place in
the Ohio Conference Tournament.
The squad is well balanced and
numbers 21 head.

the Ohio Conference Relays, last
Saturday. The meet, held at Hiram, saw the Woostermen score
their highest number of points
since the 1962 season. Kenyon won
the meet and Denison was second.

Coach O'Brien has lettermen
Gary Tyack, Ted Ball, Bob Casde,
and Court Van Deusen back. Other
members of last year's squad reThe returning lettermen are Don turning
are Steve Park, Rich Irwin,
Black, John Ekberg, Jeff Nye, Mo1
Tom Fabian and Paul Reinhardt.
Rajabi, Al Leggett, Rich Hilfer Promising freshmen include Bob
and Larry McCormack. Last sea Bruce, Dan Dimpfl, Bob Ellis, Pete
son, Don Black won eight out of Finefrock and Bruce Halley.
ten matches and captured third
place in the conference tourna
O'Brien Eyes Record Book
ment. John Ekberg finished
Coach O'Brien expects a few reand Mo Ra
Jeff Nye broke
cords to be broken this year desjabi ended up
the limited facilities available,
Freshman prospects are Bob pite
the smallest squad in
Pitcairn, Steve Lynch, Carter and perhaps
the Conference.
Smith, Chip Stone, Steve Kubico
Tomorrow, the team meets the
and John Jacobs. Others likely to
see action are big Ed Smith, Pete Muskingum mermen that they beat
Mosenthal, Bob Buettner and Jim in the Relays, in our own bathtub
Hanna.
at 2 p.m.
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by Chris Senior
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Spiky Scots Um

All-Sta-

out-rebound- ing

flatfooted as he goes up for two points
home opener last Saturday. Waiting for
and Rich Hughes (10) stare helplessly while
The Scots really "Fried Kentucky - Wooster

83-6-

first half, the Scots seemed to be
pulling away to an easy victor)'
as they led 6045 with just 12:55
remaining. Then the bcots got
sloppy and against a superb Hei
.
delberg press found themselves
trailing 68-6with 4:36 to go.
If Heidelberg forgets last Tuesday night's game against
by Larry
cool
shooting
However,
Wooster, it won't be for a long time. After the Scots stayed
Scots
the
to a
Hackenberg rallied
on top for the the first half, the Student Princes put on 71-6never
which
they
lead
again
Wooster.
and
the press and started
all
of a gave up.
The Scots got sloppy, the refs got sloppier and
sudden Heidelberg was posing a dangerous threat. The Prince
Tim Jordan was the big man
lead at 12:55 in for Wooster as he turned in an
ascent was on. Wooster dropped from a 60-4- 5
margin by 4:50. other
the second half to less than a narrow 67-6- 6
great performance. He scorline and the Stuthrow
free
the
from
hit
two
Brown
Heidelberg's
35
ed
points, led the Scots in reFrom then on out
dent Princes reigned for a few seconds, 68-6- 7.
bounding with 13, and proved to
it was up and down until Jordan started drawing fouls and hit- be the steadying mltuence each
ting from the foul line. He added a tough shot from the inside time Wooster let down.

n

To top this off, the Scots will
return to Ohio Conference competition against a strong contender
in the Kenyon Lords. The Lords
won their first games easily, beatand Capital 84-7ing Ashland 65-5Against Capital, John Rinka
dumped in 31 points and sophomore Skip Dunlop hit for 27. It'll
take a tremendous Scot defense to
stop both these fellows.

g

ty

Earlham is riding the crest of
an eight game winning streak and
has come out ahead in 10 of its
last .11, contests. The maroon and
white boys copped the City of
Richmond Tournament early last
week and dumped Hanover College 86-7Saturday night. Except
for the loss of one letterman, the
whole team is back from last year.
The men to watch will be Mike
Martin, who last year broke a
school scoring record by pouring
in 504. points, and sophomore
Jerry Martin, who netted 480
points as a freshman to top that
team's scoring record. These boy-liand they won't
to
be another Kentucky Southern.
2

AU-OA- C

ng

2-- 1

Union squad.

The Scots on the team were introduced to
this "thought for the year" on the printed con- -

out-hitti-

sr

2-- 0

d

h

If an acid test can be devised
to see just how good the 1966-6- 7
V.
t .1 f i
Scots really
eaiuon
w
.... oi tne nghtin
it'll come tomorrow night
is,

Southern coach, Gippy Graham,
Ud to that point. Georee Baker.
high man of the night with 12, cited the loss of Jackson, lack of
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GLCA Presents

Mews Etottes

French Journal
A summer's experience

as
Final sign-ulists for SGA Christmas vacation buses will remain on the TUB Bulletin Board only until 11 tonight. If you intend
to use this service you must initial your signature by that time. All
tickets will be sold Sunday (8:30-10- )
and Monday (7:30-9- )
evenings
the
Lower
in
Tub.

columnist for a French student

p

publication at McGill University in Montreal, and the re-

Does THIS
cnenu

cent offer by Great Lakes College

j'M

Association to subsidize student
initiated projects, resulted in the
appearance of a new student publication on campus this week. The
student is senior French major,
Sue White, and the publication is
a collection of creative writing in
French by students.

NO

The College of Wooster has been selected to represent Syria in
Harvard College's 1967 Model UN in New York City. Of the seven
committees convening before the mock General Assembly, there is
a Special Political Committee which will deal with two issues: Vietnam and Israeli charges against Syria. If you desire to help form
Wooster's delegation, please contact either Bill Chappell or Gary
Houston of the Current Issues Committee.

LOk)GR

OK)

Your

p

L-IST

y

n

Because this is an outlet for
the creative efforts of students its
content will depend on what is

submitted. Poetry, short stories,
humorous and serious essays, let- MORE ON
ters and announcements will be
published. Five hundred copies of
Israel-Jorda- n
the first issue were distributed this
week. The GLCA subsidy covers
(Continued from Page Two)
the cost of publication which is . . . They want to fight their way
planned for once every three back."
weeks.
Where lies the hope for concil-liation- ?
The immediate hope is in
Material should be left in the
marked envelope on the bulletin leaders like Bourgiba of Tunisia
board of Kauke 240. Sam Dibing, who alone among the Arab leaders
junior from Africa whose native is willing to recognize Israel as a
tongue is French, is in charge of bona fide nation. A more long
Freshman John range answer lies in the passage
Warren is in charge of typo of bitterness, the emergence of a
graphy. The publication will hold new generation of men and woa contest to determine its name. men eager to build the present,
Further details will appear in the the NOW without first rectifying
the mistakes of history.
next issue.
editing-correction-

The Campus Community Government and the Student-FacultCommittee of Fairleigh Dickinson University's FIorham-Madisocampus (New Jersey), will present an exciting intercollegiate conference
on contemporary American problems entitled "Where Are We Headed? A World in Unrest," on Feb. 10-11967. Featured speakers
will be: Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, Senator Wayne L. Morris, James
tanner, Jean Sheperd, and Vance Packard. Students at Wooster are
welcome to attend. The registration fee of $10.00 includes the cost of
low students to meet and hear Vice a banquet, admission to all sessions, and admission to planned enterPresident Hubert H. Humphrey, tainment. If you are interested, contact Gary Houston (264-256Senator Robert Kennedy, Cabinet sometime before Dec. 17.
members, and Congressional labor
Thistle will present "The List of Adrian Messenger" this Sat
and civil rights leaders.
urday at 7:30 and 9:30 in Scott Auditorium. The film has been termed
Students interested in knowing
a fine first-clas- s
murder mystery suspense thriller' with an all-stmore about the trip should contact
cast including George C. Scott, Tony Curtis, Kirk Douglas, Burt Lan
the campus Trip Coordinator, Lee
caster, Kobert Mitchum and Frank Sinatra. Price of admission is 50c.
Rainey, phone 540.
1,

YD'S Sponsor Washington Excursion
Local students are partici
pating in the Annual Washing
ton Trip and Seminar Pro-

gram, Jan.

8)

1967, to

26-2- 9,

our nation's capital sponsored nationally " by the College Young
Democratic Clubs of America. The
trip, open to all students, will al

ar

booster

s.

WOOSTER THEATER
Phone

263-280-

6

Yul Brynner

"RETURN OF THE SEVEN"

DON KENNEDY,

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

plus

During the Christmas vacation, Wooster students will be
visiting their home churches seeking financial support for the
Abraham Lincoln Memorial Scholarship Fund. Last year a
similar drive was held during spring vacation in which 60

"AMBUSH BAY"
December

13-1-
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ELY LANDAU
SCREENPLAY

MORTON FINE AND

MUSIC BY QUINCY JONES
WORTHINGTON

DAVID

PRODUCED
MINER

Quality Knitwear at at Least Half Retail Prices
SWEATERS

BY

DRESSES

EDWARO LEWIS WALLANT

BY ROGER LEWIS AND PHILIP
BY AMERICAN

EXECUTIVE

LANGNER

Wed. 12 to 5 p.m.

SUITS

PICTURES.

INTERNATIONAL

Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

G

DIRECTED BY SIDNEY IUMET

FRIEDKIN FROM THE NOVEL

DISTRIBUTED

CO-STARRIN-

are only open

We

PANTS TOPS

HER8ERT It. STEINMANN PRESENT ROD STEICER IN THE PAWNBROKER

AND

BY

s

The Pcvjntjro'.icr

BROCK PETERS WITH JAIME SANCHEZ AND GERAIDINE FITZGERALD

PRODUCER

Factory Outlet Store
in Wooster

"BcstIf? Picture of the

I

1

Wooster students visited their
genera t i o n s oi discrimination
churches and $2,650 was added
which have deprived the Negro
to the fund.
American of the abilities to com
The Lincoln Memorial Scholar- pete in many areas of our society.
ship Fund was created just over Although he now enjoys a legis
three years ago in a joint effort by lated equality, education
is essen
the Wooster chapter of the Nation- tial
in preparing him to take
al Association for the Advance- fullest advantage of this emerging
ment of Colored People, Westmin- freedom and equality.
ster Church, the Campus Christian
The letter then concludes that
Association and the Student Gov- "financial need is the
greatest bar
ernment Association. It was derier to Negro educational advancesigned to lessen the financial barment to nurturing and develop
riers of Negro education by proing the Negro s ability to partici
viding scholarship aid for the pate and compete and lead in our
Negro American at Wooster. Sup- nation's future. The Abraham Lin
port of the scholarship has been coln Scholarship Fund asks Colprimarily by students and spon- lege, Community and Church to
A recent
soring organizations.
join in the attempt to eradicate
and
collected
sale of "used books,
financial barriers to Negro educaclassified by Dr. Albury Castell,
The letter gives a summary
tion."
Chairman of the Philosophy De- of the areas in which Wooster has
partment, added $401.20 to the shown its concern for Negro edufund bringing its total to $9,155. cation in the past. A statement of
This jast week students should approval from Dr. Lowry and the
have received from selected dormi Synod of Ohio Position Paper on
tory representatives letters con "Preferential Treatment" are also
cerning the Christmas drive spon- included.
sored by the Lincoln Scholarship
The Scholarship Committee
Committee of the CCA. Those who hopes that many Wooster students
then decide to participate in the will show their concern in this
drive will receive an information area by visiting their churches
sheet suggesting procedures which during the Christmas vacation.
might be followed in making the Questions concerning the drive can
Church visit. In addition, each be directed to Ron Hine or Bob
participating student will be given Crane,
of the CCA
a letter to be presented to his min Committee. Additional copies of
ister. This letter explains what the the letter with information sheet
scholarship is and why it is felt to will be available at the center desk
be important. It emphasizes the of the library.
co-chairm-

Published by the students of The College of Wooster during the school
year, Upuuons expressed in editorials and features are those of the students
and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all corres
pondence to the VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second
class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.

WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY

Fund Seeks Church Support

Voice

TO THE GALS:

Come in and get yourself
at half the regular price.

a sweater wardrobe

TO THE GUYS:

Hurry

-

Hurry

- it's getting late!

Buy your best girl

a sweater for Christmas and

then buy one for your second best girl with
what you save.

CHRISTMAS IS STILL ON THE SAME DATE

Factory Outlet Store

AND WE HAVE

(Next to Coca Cola Bottling Plant)
459 South Market Street
Wooster, Ohio

THE GRANDEST

FABULOUS

GIFTS IN TOWN!

COLLECTION OF HOLIDAY

they're unHmited...uninhibitcd... unresistable
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BRENNER DROS.
"For Your Complete Christmas Shopping"
YOUR SELECTION OF SWEATERS

Sopersanta
Need a gift that packs
a fashion punch? We'll knock ourselves out
for you. Imagine...
us!
But under that beard,
something swinging is happening
mild-manner-

,

CARDIGANS

&

SLIP OVERS

f
k
II
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M

in
SHAG KNITS

no-mou- th

VELOURS
LAMBS WOOL
CABLE

?m

ed

Tff

for Christmas.

Freediander's
1

Young Moderns' Shop

STITCH

and
SUEDE TRIMS

9.95

to

19.95

BRENNER BROS
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well

e

You are now entering the BAZAZZ Age where the
is no-nand color comes back with a soft but unmistakable

Wooster, Ohio

o,

Bang!
UltraLucent Creme and Iridescent Lipsticks . . . RazaBAZAZZ,
BAZAZZberry Basic PinkBAZAZZ, plus Flash Gorgeous (a
shimmer of pearl that turns pink when it meets your mouth).
$1.25 each.

At your fingertips... Creme of BAZAZZ Nail Satin. Four
y
shocking
neutrals. 80? each.
And, Oh those BAZAZZ Age Eyes with Shadow Creme,
Shadow Play, Brush & Brow, LashFull, Artificial Eyelashes,
pale-prett-

Cake Mascara.

That's why BAZAZZ Is. Everything else was.

SWIPE'S583 M3J(3 SEME
EAST LIBERTY
(Opposite Pennsylvania Depot)
Open 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 Midnight
Seven Days a Week

